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The charged particle multiplicity of W -pair decays is measured with the ALEPH de-
tector at LEP at a c.m.s. energy of 189 GeV. This is motivated by the study of
possible colour reconnection eects in W -pairs where both decay hadronically. The
average charged multiplicity of WW ! qqqq is compared with predictions of fragmen-
tation models tuned to measurements performed at the Z peak and with measured
multiplicities in WW ! qqlν events. It is compatible, both with models without
implementation of colour reconnection, and with the models including colour recon-
nection that are studied here.
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Nearly half of all W pairs decay hadronically. In the LEP2 energy range the average space-
time distance between the W+ and W− decay vertices is smaller than 0.1 fm, i.e. less than
the typical hadronic distance-scale of 1 fm. For this reason the fragmentation of W+ and
W− may not be independent due to at least two physical eects: colour reconnection and
Bose-Einstein correlations. In this contribution, multiparticle production is studied in W -
pair production in e+e− annihilations at LEP2 in order to investigate possible signatures
of colour reconnection. This eect, if it exists, may influence the W mass measurement
[1]. Multiparticle production is studied for W -pairs decaying hadronically and for W -pairs
decaying semi-leptonically. Comparisons between these two cases may allow one to identify
the colour reconnection eects in the purely hadronic case. In addition, a comparison of
multiparticle production for W -pairs where both decay hadronically with the equivalent
Monte Carlo predictions may also give information about colour reconnection.
Most of the theoretical models indicate that the predicted signals of colour reconnection
are too small to be observed in the LEP experiments[1]. Large eects are predicted,
however, in some extreme models [2].
2 Event sample, detector and event selection
The W -pair event sample used in this analysis comes from 174.2 pb−1 of data taken by
ALEPH at the centre-of-mass energies around 189 GeV in 1998. Preliminary results of
analysis of data taken at 183 Gev have already been reported [3].
The ALEPH detector is described in detail elsewhere [4]. The most important compo-
nent for this analysis is the tracking system. The silicon strip vertex detector (VDET) has
two layers each providing measurements in both the r-φ and r-z views. The VDET lies
within a small cylindrical drift chamber (ITC), which measures up to eight coordinates
per track in the r-φ view. The ITC is in turn enclosed in a large time projection chamber
(TPC), lying between radii of 30 and 180 cm. This provides up to 21 three-dimensional
coordinates per track. The three tracking detectors are surrounded by a super-conducting
solenoid producing an axial magnetic eld of 1.5 T.
The hadronic W -pair decays are selected [5], making use of a 19-variable neural net-
work. Amongst the 19 variables used as inputs for the neural network are the aplanarity,
Fox Wolfram moments, oblateness, momentum sum of all charged tracks, sum of cosines
between jets and flavour tagging variables. After selection the background is dominated
by qq pairs. This selection with low purity, due to a looser neural network cut compared
to [5], was chosen in order to increase the acceptance for events with small angle between
quarks from dierent W’s. The acceptance of the selection in this variable is shown in
Fig. 1 of Ref. [3] for data taken at 183 GeV. It is essentially flat and drops close to cos θ
= 1. The inecient region is expected to be most sensitive to colour reconnection eects.
In this variable the acceptance is also essentially flat and starts to drop near thrust = 0.9.
In the semi-leptonic (e and µ) W -pair selection [5] the charged track with the highest
1
momentum component antiparallel to the missing momentum vector is chosen as the
lepton candidate. Loose e or µ identication criteria must be met and an energy of at
least 21 GeV is required. After this preselection, the probability for an event to come
from the signal process is determined using the energy of the lepton, the total transverse
momentum and the lepton isolation. Events are selected if they have a probability larger
than 0.4 to be either a eνqq or a µνqq event. This selection is then combined with the
qqτν selection [5].
For both selections, the absolute value of cosines of polar angles of jet axes with respect
to the beam axis are required to be smaller than 0.9, in order to contain accepted jets in
the apparatus. This reduces the number of events by about 11% to 1429 hadronic and
926 semi-leptonic events corresponding to eciencies of 78% and 62%, respectively.
The track selection for this analysis requires at least 4 measured coordinates in the
TPC, absolute value of cosine of the track polar angle smaller than 0.95, and the track
origin in a cylinder of 2 cm radius and 20 cm length centered on the event vertex.
3 Monte Carlo
Experimental distributions are compared with a Monte Carlo simulation, which includes
particle tracking through the detector. The W -pair events are generated with the KO-
RALW [6] Monte Carlo without implementation of colour reconnection, and with the
EXCALIBUR [7] model with and without reconnection.
The background contribution is generated using the PYTHIA [8] Monte Carlo. The
programs KORALW and EXCALIBUR both use JETSET 7.4 [8] as fragmentation model.
Results are compared with Monte Carlo predictions obtained using JETSET models
of colour reconnection of [9] coupled to the EXCALIBUR [7] generator:
 Model I: Colour density strings in the two W systems are described as cylinders.
A reconnection probability is given by the time retarded overlap (in volume) of the
two cylinders. This is approximately 35% using the default value of the reconnection
parameter [9]. This probability of reconnection was set to 1 during generation of
this model and thus represent an extreme case.
 Model II: Strings in the two W systems are described as vortex lines. The strings
reconnect when they cross.
 Model II0: Strings in the two W systems are described as vortex lines. The strings
reconnect if the total length of the strings is reduced.
Predicted dierences of charged particle multiplicities between these models, with and
without implementation of colour reconnection, are given in Table 1.
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4 Data analysis
Measured results are given within the acceptance dened previously. The eective data pT
distribution is corrected using Monte Carlo to correspond to the distribution with no tracks
with pT < 200 MeV. Corrections are also made for background contamination. No other
corrections for track acceptance are made. This choice is made intentionally in this analysis
as dierent colour reconnection models predict the maximum eect in case of maximum
space-time overlap of jets from two dierent hadronically decaying W bosons. These tend
to be disfavoured by our selection of fully hadronic decays. Hence, a correction to the full
acceptance made using Monte Carlos with dierent colour reconnection implementation
would lead to dierent results. Possible manifestations of the colour reconnection eect
are investigated by comparing data and Monte Carlo predictions as well as by comparing
W -pairs decaying hadronically and semileptonically.
Fig. 1 shows the −ln xp = −ln(2p/
p
s) distribution for data, where p is the momentum
of charged particles. Note that the excess of data over Monte Carlo at small xp is also
observed for Z decay data [12].
Table 2 shows the measured charged particle multiplicities in WW events. Multiplici-
ties are determined by integrating the corrected distribution in -ln(xp). As the function is
corrected to a true pT cut of 200 MeV and for detector response, but not for topological
bias due to the selection procedures, the same is true of the multiplicities. Accordingly, the
subset of events selected by the procedures must be known when attempting comparisons
with data. This may be understood from the probability of selection as a function of thrust
(calculated with all nal state hadrons), and shown in Figure 2 of Ref. [3]. Correcting
for the bias against overlapping W-jets would necessitate the use of model predictions for
exactly the events where the colour reconnection eects are greatest.
Fig. 1 also shows the -ln(xp) distributions for reconnection models [9] described in
Sec. 3.1, and are compared to data. Most colour reconnection models suggest that colour
reconnection eects manifest themselves at low xp (high -ln(xp)). The plots in Fig. 1 show
the Monte Carlo distributions, both with and without colour reconnection. The variation
of the mean charged multiplicities at dierent stages of analysis are shown in Table 1.
Data are in agreement with predictions of models with and without implementation of
colour reconnection.
Detector systematics associated with the selection cuts (on pT , impact parameter in r-φ
and in z, track polar angle and the minimum number of TPC hits per track) are estimated
using Z data collected in the same data taking period as the high-energy data. On the
assumption that Monte Carlo gives the correct Z charged track multiplicity, the integrated
number of tracks within a given cut was compared between the data and Monte Carlo.
If the two disagree, the cut is changed in Monte Carlo until it agreed with the number
found in the data using the original cut. This change in cut is then applied to the Monte
Carlo for high-energy events, and the change in the extracted values taken as a systematic
uncertainty. The same procedure was applied to the cut in the minimum angle allowed
between a jet and the beam axis, where the quantity compared between data and Monte
Carlo is the number of events within the cut ("containment" in Table 3).
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The background ("background" in Table 3) gives rise to systematic uncertainties of two
forms: in the fraction of background events, and in the mean multiplicity of the selected
background sample. The uncertainties in the number of events has been estimated [10] as
being of the order of 3.3%. The backgrounds are varied by this fraction, and the variation
in the results taken as an uncertainty. The mean multiplicity of the selected background
events has been estimated by applying W-pair selections to Z data.
The dependence of the detector corrections to dierent models of the fragmentation
are estimated by using both HERWIG [11] and KORALW+JETSET, and the dierence
between the two taken as a systematic uncertainty ("model" in Table 3).
Uncertainties due to the method ("method" in Table 3) used to correct the multiplic-
ities is assessed by comparing with the value obtained by simply rescaling the observed
multiplicity (after correction) by a single multiplicative correction factor (the ratio of
multiplicities at detector and generator levels). The dierence is taken as an additional
systematic.
Systematic uncertainties due to the WW event selections used in the analysis ("selec-
tion" in table 3) are assigned by changing the output cuts of the selection routines. The
Hadronic Neural Network cut is adjusted so that it is identical to that used in the W
mass measurement [5] and the event probability for semi-leptonic channel is moved from
0.4 to 0.9. The electron channel is found to dominate the systematic over the other two
lepton flavours. The eect of changing the cut on the nal observable is found for semi-
leptonic and hadronics separately and the two numbers combined in quadrature, taking
into account the appropriate WW branching ratios.
The systematic error on the Monte Carlo predictions of the W decay multiplicity
depends somewhat on the precision of the model tuning of multiplicities in Z decays, and
on the precision with which the multiplicity of particles from udsc and b fragmentation is
known for Z decays. In the calculation of this systematic error ("MC tuning" in Table 3)
the following information was used:
 The Monte Carlo programs used in this analysis use the JETSET fragmentation
model as tuned for Z decays. The agreement between mean charged multiplicity of
data and Monte Carlo for Z decays is 0.26[12].
 The measured multiplicity of dierent flavours at Z: uds = 20.320.51, c = 21.12
1.59, b = 22.54  0.62 and the correlation between uds and c values of −0.95.
The breakdown of systematic errors is given in Table 3.
5 Results
From Table 2, the dierence in multiplicities between data and Monte Carlo prediction in
the absence of colour reconnection for the WW ! qqqq channel is
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WW ! qqqq(data-MC) = 0.75  0.76
(The error of this dierence is 2.1% of the selected WW ! qqqq mean multiplicity.)
The dierence in measured mean charged multiplicities between that for WW ! qqqq and
twice that for WW ! qqlν is
WW ! qqqq -2* WW ! qqlν (data-MC) = 0.52  0.52
(The error of this dierence is 1.5% of the selected WW ! qqqq mean multiplicity.)
No evidence for colour reconnection is observed. The small negative values, between 0
and -0.2 unit, favoured by JETSET models of colour reconnection cannot, however, be
excluded.
6 Conclusions
Measurement of charged multiplicity in fully hadronic W-pair decays is compatible with
models both with and without implementation of colour reconnection that are studied here.
The implication of dierent colour reconnection models on the W mass measurement is
studied in [5, 13].
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mean charged event multiplicity
MC sample gen. before gen. after detector
selection selection level
K semi-leptonic 17.33  0.03 17.41  0.03 16.25  0.03
K hadr. 4f 34.45  0.04 34.77  0.04 32.68  0.05
E semi-lept. 17.34  0.03 17.40  0.03 16.21  0.03
E hadr. CC03 34.50  0.04 34.69  0.04 32.03  0.04
E I 34.29  0.04 34.49  0.04 31.94  0.04
E II 34.39  0.04 34.58  0.04 31.96  0.04
E II0: 34.34  0.04 34.53  0.04 31.94  0.04
Table 1: The mean charged particle multiplicities with pT greater then 200 MeV in dier-
ent stages of analysis for semi-leptonic and hadronic W -pair production in Monte Carlo
samples without colour reconnection [6, 7, 8], together with the same quantities for dif-
ferent colour reconnection models described in the text. V0 decays are included in the
multiplicity calculation. K and E dene generators used with JETSET [8] fragmenta-
tion K: KORALW [6], E: EXCALIBUR[7]. The symbols after E indicate dierent colour
reconnection models in Sec. 3.1.
Selected within experimental acceptance
channel Data MC data-MC
WW ! qqqq (Wh) 35.52  0.22  0.43 34.77 0.04  0.58 0.75  0.76
WW ! qqlν (Wl) 17.53  0.19  0.24 17.41  0.04  0.29 0.12  0.42
Wh { 2*Wl 0.47 0.44  0.26 -0.05  0.09 0.52  0.52
Table 2: The mean charged particle multiplicities for data and Monte Carlo. The quoted
multiplicities should be interpreted as the CC03 WW multiplicities within the experimen-
tal acceptance dened in the text. (e, µ or τ tracks in the semi-leptonic selection are not
included.) Monte Carlo numbers correspond to KORALW with JETSET hadronization
without implementation of colour reconnection from Table 1.
Selected MC systematics of data
channel tuning Background tracking model method containment selection
WW ! qqqq (Wh) 0.58 0.01 0.36 0.09 0.01 0.20 0.07
WW ! qqlν (Wl) 0.29 negl. 0.13 0.12 0.01 0.05 0.15
Wh { 2*Wl negl. 0.01 0.10 0.15 0.01 0.10 0.16
Table 3: The systematic error for dierent channels in units of multiplicity. The names
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Figure 1: The −lnxp = −ln(2p/
p
s) distributions for the W-pairs decaying both hadroni-
cally and semileptonically for both the data and the Monte Carlo predictions. The solid
line corresponds to the EXCALIBUR [7] with JETSET [8] prediction. The predictions of
colour reconnection models are also shown.
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